CALIBRATION SERVICES AND SUPPORT

Can you perform the recommended yearly calibration?
Let our experts ensure consistent calibration performance.

AMI’s **Calibration Services** for the Crew Mask Test System provides both the equipment and expert personnel to maintain high quality performance for years. In addition to calibration, we perform the following:

- Fully Inspect System
- Identify Potential Problems
- Replace the Breathing Lung
- Clean/Replace Filters as Needed

**Repair/Support Services**

- Phone/Internet Support
- On-Site Visits
- Write/Debug Programs

**AMI’s Toolbox**

- Hand Tools Designed Per CMM’s
- Design/Manufacture Specialty Tools
- Standard/Custom Reports

Automated Motion Inc.
807 NW Commerce Drive, Lee’s Summit, MO 64086, 816-524-8104, www.automatedmotion.com
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